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Top 10 Lessons Learned (and One Pearl!)
Opinions expressed are solely those of the speakers and do not represent those of the TCHMB, ACOG, TETAF or the State of Texas
QAPI: The QI Heart of your Facility
The MMD and MPM are the Core of the QAPI
BE OCD!!
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OCD
STATE OF MIND
Identify Effective Navigators to Steer your Survey
Verification = Show Me the Evidence
Do a Dry Run… Repeat
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Educate your Unit!
Personalize Hospital Guidelines/Protocols for your Maternal Unit

Get tips for a healthy pregnancy ➤
Define Urgent Request...

...and Track Response
Surveyors Evaluate...

...State Designates
Don’t Delay…Survey Early! September 2020 Coming Soon

LoMC
Levels of Maternal Care

TETAF
TEXAS EMS TRAUMA & ACUTE CARE FOUNDATION

ACOG
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists